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Employing a 10-orbital tight binding model, we present a new set of hopping parameters fitted
directly to our latest high resolution angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data
for the high temperature tetragonal phase of FeSe. Using these parameters we predict a large
10 meV shift of the chemical potential as a function of temperature. In order to confirm this
large temperature dependence we performed ARPES experiments on FeSe and observed a ∼25 meV
rigid shift to the chemical potential between 100 K and 300 K. This unexpectedly strong shift has
important implications for theoretical models of superconductivity and of nematic order in FeSe
materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
To understand high-temperature superconductivity
and nematic order in iron-based superconductors, it is
necessary to obtain an accurate description and under-
standing of their electronic structure. However, mod-
elling the electronic structure of iron-based supercon-
ductors has proved to be a challenging task. Ab-
initio calculations such as density functional theory
(DFT) show some disagreement with quantum oscilla-
tion experiments1, as well as with the band dispersions
obtained from ARPES2,3. In fact, the calculated models
need to be renormalized by a factor between 2-10 to be in
qualitative agreement with experimental results4. More
sophisticated theoretical treatments such as dynamical
mean field theory (DMFT) are able to account for the
orbital-dependent band renormalizations5, yet they do
not account for more specific features, such as the shrink-
ing of the hole and electron pockets seen in even the sim-
plest iron-based superconductor, FeSe6.
FeSe has attracted a lot of interest due to the highly
tuneable nature of the superconducting transition tem-
perature; ranging from 8 K in bulk samples7, 37 K un-
der pressure8, 43 K with intercalation9 and 65 K with a
monolayer grown on SrTiO3
10. At 90 K bulk FeSe also
experiences a nematic transition - a form of electron cor-
relation which breaks four-fold rotational symmetry11,
yet unlike most other iron based superconductors, it is
not accompanied by an antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sition. In recent years, ARPES studies on FeSe have
yielded increasingly detailed information on the quasi-
particle dispersions12–16, yet despite the theoretical in-
terest, a fully accurate model consistent with experiment
is still lacking.
In this paper we present a new set of tight binding
parameters fitted directly to experimental data for the
high temperature tetragonal phase of FeSe. Our param-
eters are optimized against high-resolution ARPES data
at 100 K and provides a quantitatively accurate descrip-
tion of the observed 3D electronic structure. Using this
parameter set we predict a large 10 meV rigid increase
of the chemical potential between 100 K and 300 K, not
predicted from a DFT-based parameter set. Motivated
by this finding, we have also performed a temperature-
dependent ARPES study on FeSe up to 300 K and ob-
served an enhanced chemical potential shift of ∼ 25 meV.
We discuss a possible explanation for this enhancement
of the observed chemical potential shift with respect to
the model prediction. Our results highlight the crucial
importance of complete consideration of the chemical po-
tential in both theory and experiment.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
High-quality single crystal samples of FeSe were grown
by chemical vapor transport17. ARPES measurements
were performed at the I05 beamline at the Diamond Light
Source, U.K.18. The Fermi level position was calibrated
by fitting the Fermi function to freshly deposited poly-
crystalline gold at 35 K. All maps and band dispersions
presented here were measured with a photon energy of
56 eV. This ensured that only a single reference mea-
surement from the polycrystalline gold was needed to cal-
ibrate the binding energy, eliminating a possible source
of experimental error.
Band dispersions used for the optimization of the tight
binding model were taken from data published in Ref. [13]
and [14] by fitting a Lorentzian to the momentum dis-
tribution curves at 100 K for photon energies of 37 eV
(kz = 0) for the Γ and M points and 56 eV (kz = pi/c)
for the Z and A points.
III. TIGHT BINDING MODEL
We use the 10-orbital tight binding model of Ref. [19]
with the inclusion of an additional spin-orbit coupling
term20 as the framework for our phenomenological op-
timization. This model includes all 10 d-orbitals asso-
ciated with the P4/nmm crystallographic space group,
i.e the 2-Fe unit cell. Previous tight binding models of
iron based superconductors21–23 have normally made use
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2of the glide symmetry of the 2-Fe unit cell to unfold the
Brillioun zone into a pseudo k-space corresponding to
a 1-Fe unit cell24. Whilst using the 1-Fe unit cell has
been shown to be a good approximation23, and is exact
in the absence of spin-orbit coupling25, optimization of
our model against experimental ARPES data allowing for
spin-orbit coupling requires a 2-Fe unit cell treatment.
In Fig. 1 we show the calculated band structure ob-
tained using our phenomenological tight binding param-
eters fitted to ARPES data obtained in the high tem-
perature tetragonal phase at 100 K . We present our
ARPES-based parameters in the appendix. These pa-
rameters were optimised at both kz = 0 (Γ and M) and
kz = pi (Z and A) providing a complete three dimensional
description of the electron structure of FeSe. The addi-
tion of the spin-orbit interaction term manifests itself in
two ways. First, it lifts the degeneracy of the dxz and
dyz bands revealing a 20 meV splitting at Γ and Z
12 and
secondly, it creates an anticrossing of the dxy and dxz
near the M and A points. The parameters also correctly
describe the recently observed separation at the M and
A points14,15 between the degenerate dxz /dyz band at
-22 meV and the dxy band at -42 meV. In the ARPES
data there is also a dz2 band at ∼ -220 meV, which is
accounted for in the model, although not shown.
In this tight binding model, the size of the electron
pocket and flatness of the dxy band are controlled by the
same hopping parameters. Since we wish to maintain
quantitative agreement at the Fermi surface, it became
necessary to have an exaggerated dxy dispersion at higher
energies. Nevertheless, the binding energies of the bands
at the high symmetry points are in agreement with ex-
periment, as are the dispersion of all the bands close to
the chemical potential. Consequently, as the parameters
were fitted within the region of +10 meV to -100 meV
we can not comment on the reliability of the model at
higher energies.
This highly accurate description of the low-energy part
of the band dispersions near the chemical potential allows
us to quantitatively reproduce the experimentally deter-
mined Fermi surface. Our model therefore provides a
good starting point for discussions of low-energy proper-
ties of FeSe.
IV. CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
Next we consider what turns out to be an impor-
tant issue in FeSe, the temperature dependence of the
chemical potential. Temperature dependent ARPES
studies on the iron-based superconductors BaFe2As2
26,
Ba(Fe1−xRux)2As227 and FeSe1−xSx28, as well as the
semi-metal WTe2
29 have all observed a substantial
change to the kF values of the hole and electron pock-
ets, consistent with a rigid shift to the chemical potential
as a function of temperature. This can be explained by
the shallow nature of the hole and electron pockets in
the iron-based superconductors. To maintain the total
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FIG. 1. Tight binding band dispersion calculated using our
ARPES-based parameters, shown for kz = 0 (a) and kz = pi
(b), together with experimental data points used to constrain
the model (orange crosses).
charge of the system, the chemical potential must shift
to counterbalance any asymmetry in the density of elec-
tron and hole carriers as a function of an external variable
such as temperature. This effect is small if the density of
states around the chemical potential is uniform for both
the hole and electron bands, such as in an unrenormal-
ized DFT-based model. However for the shallow band
dispersions observed experimentally, with the top of the
hole and bottom of the electron bands within a few kBT
of the chemical potential, a change in temperature can
have an anisotropic effect on the density of thermally ac-
tive electron and hole carriers, necessitating a shift of the
chemical potential.
A. Theoretical predictions
To determine the temperature evolution of the chem-
ical potential in FeSe we calculate the total number of
electrons, N ,
N = 2
∑
k
∑
ν
f(Eν(k)− µ), (1)
where ν is the band index, Eν(k) is the energy of band
ν at momentum k, f(Eν(k)−µ) = [1 + eβ(Eν(k)−µ)]−1 is
the Fermi function with β = 1kBT , and µ is the chemical
potential. At 100 K the particle number was determined
to be 12.00e−, for a k-grid of size 64x64x8. This is consis-
tent with the total number of valence electrons available
for two Fe2+ atoms in a 2-Fe unit cell. We fix N and
calculate µ(T ) from Eq. (1) numerically.
Fig. 2(a) shows the results for the evolution of the
chemical potential up to 300 K as predicted from the
ARPES-based parameters. This is compared to the pre-
dicted evolution of the chemical potential using DFT-
based parameters taken from Ref. [19]. Whilst the
DFT-based parameters would give rise to only a very
small change of -0.4 meV between 100 K and 300 K, the
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FIG. 2. Predicted temperature effects of the chemical poten-
tial in FeSe. (a) Chemical potential as a function of temper-
ature predicted using our ARPES-based parameters (black
line), compared to a set of DFT-based parameters (red line).
b) Band dispersions along Γ −M indicating the location of
the chemical potential at 100 K and 300 K. c-f) The corre-
sponding Fermi surface maps for the hole (left) and electron
(right) pocket at 100 K (c,d) and 300 K (e,f).
ARPES-based parameters we find a much larger 10 meV
increase to the chemical potential.
In the case of the DFT-based parameters, the un-
renormalized hole and electron bands crossing the chem-
ical potential appear as large pockets with a wide band-
width and relatively uniform density of states close to
the chemical potential. Hence, the chemical potential
hardly changes as a function of temperature as would
normally be the case in a metallic system. However for
the model based on the experimental band dispersions,
much smaller Fermi surfaces and renormalized band dis-
persions close to the chemical potential are described,
including a very shallow top of the hole band. Thus the
thermal population of hole and electron states can be-
come rather asymmetric, leading to a much more signif-
icant shift of the chemical potential. As a result within
our realistic ARPES-based parameter set, we find a non-
trivial chemical potential effect, particularly for temper-
atures exceeding 100 K.
As the top of the hole band at Γ is ∼10 meV above the
chemical potential, a shift as large as we predict would
cause a substantial change to the Fermi surface topology.
In Fig. 2(b) we show where the chemical potential would
cut the band structure at 100 K and 300 K. By 300 K
the chemical potential would just be touching the top of
hole band at Γ. The effect of this on the Fermi surface
is shown in Fig. 2(c-f). The chemical potential increase
would lead to a dramatic reduction of the kF value of the
hole pocket as a function of temperature, and an increase
to the kF value of the electron pocket.
B. ARPES results
To confirm the predicted temperature dependence of
the chemical potential we tracked the evolution of the
hole and electron pockets at the high symmetry Z and A
points by ARPES.
In Fig. 3 we show the temperature dependence of the
hole (Z point) and electron (A point) pockets as a func-
tion of temperature. At 100 K the hole pocket has two
circular bands crossing the chemical potential, as de-
scribed by our ARPES-base parameters for the Z point.
The electron pocket is composed of two overlapping el-
lipses, roughly the same size as the hole pocket. As the
temperature is increased, we observe a shrinking of the
hole pocket and growth of the electron pocket, consis-
tent with a rigid shift of the chemical potential as seen in
other iron-based superconductors and described by our
model.
By∼200 K the inner hole band at the hole pocket shifts
below the chemical potential, followed by the outer hole
pocket by ∼300 K, suggesting multiple temperature in-
duced Liftshitz transitions29. The electron pocket grows
monotonically and appears more circular by 300 K, which
can be explained by the different Fermi velocities of the
two overlapping electron bands, and has been observed
in K-doped systems30.
To determine the magnitude of the chemical potential
shift we analyse the change of peak positions in the en-
ergy distribution curves (EDCs). In Fig. 4(a) and (b)
we plot the EDCs for the centers of the hole and electron
pocket respectively as a function of temperature. For the
hole pocket, two main features are observed: the intense
dz2 peak at ∼ 220 meV, and a complex peak close to the
chemical potential which arises from the overlap of dxz,
dyz and dxy bands. For the electron pockets, the EDC has
a single peak which originates from the slightly overlap-
ping dxz/dyz and dxy bands
14. It can be seen from both
Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) that the peak positions shift linearly
as a function of temperature for all bands, further con-
firming a rigid band shift of the chemical potential. By
extracting the peak position for the dz2 band in Fig. 4(a),
which is composed of only a single feature and is situated
far away from the chemical potential, we obtain a linear
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependent Fermi surfaces of the hole pocket (top row) and electron pocket (bottom row), taken at a
photon energy of 56 eV between 100 K and 300 K. ARPES intensity was integrated within a ±5 meV range around the Fermi
level. The axes are defined relative to the center of the pocket.
decrease of ∼ −0.13 meV/K leading to a rigid band shift
of ∼25 meV between 100 K and 300 K.
In Fig. 4(c) we plot the experimentally extracted kF
values as a function of temperature for the hole pock-
ets. Assuming that the chemical potential shift is propor-
tional to temperature, and that the hole band dispersions
are quadratic, we should expect to observe a square root
behaviour of kF as a function of temperature. The square
root functions fitted to the data (blue lines) show that the
kF values for both the inner and outer hole bands are in
agreement with this assumption and suggest that the en-
tire hole pocket has shifted below the chemical potential
by ∼300 K. We also present the kF values of the electron
pockets as a function of temperature in Fig. 4(d). For the
electron pockets, the band dispersions in the vicinity of
the chemical potential are approximately linear as seen
in Fig. 1. As a result the increase in the chemical poten-
tial leads to linear increases in kF values. The different
Fermi velocities of the two overlapping electron pockets
are also noticeable by the different slopes of the linear
fits to the kF values. All the experimental results points
towards a rigid increase of the chemical potential across
the entire Brillioun zone.
V. DISCUSSION
Whilst the ARPES-based parameter set predicts a sig-
nificant temperature dependence of the chemical poten-
tial between 100 K and 300 K (10 meV), the experi-
mentally observed shift appears to be over twice as large
(25 meV). Although there could be some limitations to
the precision of our model, the most important features
that affect the chemical potential shift, namely the posi-
tion of the top of the hole band and bottom of the elec-
tron band with respect to the chemical potential, are very
accurate to the experimental quasiparticle dispersions at
100 K. It does not seem likely that the enhancement of
the chemical potential shift by a factor of two can be
attributed to any numerical inaccuracy of the model.
We are thus led to the conclusion that this discrepancy
must be attributed to temperature dependent electronic
correlations, which are not accounted for in our tight
binding model. Such correlations could lead to a reduc-
tion in the quasiparticle coherent weight with increasing
temperature, as well as temperature-dependent life time
effects and possibly to asymmetric spectral lineshapes.
In particular, a decrease of quasiparticle coherent weight
with increasing temperature would lead to a decrease in
the density of states, which would require a greater in-
crease to the chemical potential to compensate for the
extra loss of states. Such effects are often described in
terms of self-energy effects, and have been discussed pre-
viously in theoretical studies of the iron pnictides.31,32
The unexpectedly large temperature dependence of the
chemical potential in the range of 100−300 K has impor-
tant implications on the understanding of various phys-
ical properties of FeSe, particularly transport measure-
ments and the spin fluctuation spectrum as probed by
inelastic neutron scattering. Specifically the chemical
potential shift at high temperatures will result in worse
Fermi surface nesting properties between the hole and
electron pockets, which could be relevant to the suppres-
sion of (pi,0) magnetic fluctuations at temperatures above
100 K33. The chemical potential will also play a role at
the nematic transition at 90 K, since any orbital order pa-
rameter which creates band shifts around the Fermi level
will necessitate a shift of the chemical potential to pre-
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FIG. 4. Energy distribution curves for the center of the hole (a) and electron (b) pockets as a function of temperature. (c,d)
Measured kF values extracted from fit to momentum distribution curves at the Fermi level as a function of temperature, for
the hole and electron point respectively. A square root fit was used for the trendline of (c) whilst a linear fit was used for (d).
serve the total charge of the system. Thus the recently-
observed momentum-independent downward shift of the
dxy band observed below 90 K
14,34 could be interpreted
as being primarily a chemical potential effect.
VI. SUMMARY
To conclude, we have determined a new set of tight-
binding parameters for the high temperature tetragonal
phase of FeSe that is in good quantitative agreement with
high resolution ARPES data at 100 K. We have used
these parameters to predict a large temperature depen-
dence of the chemical potential in FeSe, that is not cap-
tured from DFT-based parameters. We have performed
a temperature-dependent ARPES study of FeSe up to
room temperature and observed an enhanced 25 meV
shift of the chemical potential between 100 K and 300 K.
Our study provides a quantitatively accurate description
of the low energy quasiparticle dispersions and highlights
the necessity for full consideration of the chemical poten-
tial in future studies of FeSe.
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APPENDIX
Tight binding optimization
Starting form the renormalized tight binding parame-
ters from Ref. [23] we optimize the 28 2D and 17 3D tight
binding parameters to the experimentally extracted band
dispersions by a least squares method using the Powell
optimization algorithm.35. Following the notation of Ref.
[19], we label the hopping parameters as txyαβ where x and
y describe the real space Fe-Fe hopping in the x and y
direction of the quazi 2D plane, and α, β state the ini-
tial and final orbital the hopping parameter is describing.
α describes the onsite energy of orbital α The orbitals
are numbered as [1 : d+xy, 2 : d
+
x2−y2 , 3 : id
+
xz, 4 : id
+
yz, 5 :
d+z2 , 6 : d
−
xy, 7 : d
−
x2−y2 , 8 : −id−xz, 9 : −id−yz, 10 : d−z2 ] where
the + and - indicate if the orbital is on Fe site 1 or 2 .
µ(100K) is the chemical potential at 100 K. and λSOC
is the magnitude of the spin orbit coupling used in the
model. Whilst most parameters are only altered by less
than ±30% there are significant changes (over 100%) in
t2011, t
21
16,t
21
49 and 1.
The hopping parameters obtained from the optimiza-
tion are as follows:
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependent high symmetry band dispersions of the hole (top row) and electron (bottom row) pockets,
taken with a photon energy of 56 eV corresponding to the Fermi surface maps in Fig. 3.
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Band Dispersions
In Fig. 5 we present the band dispersions correspond-
ing to the high symmetry cuts of Fig. 3. The white
dashed line is the chemical potential position. A rigid
shift of both the hole and electrons bands is observed,
consistent with an increase of the chemical potential.
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